
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Band: Garagedays (A) 

Genre: Heavy Metal 

Albumtitle: Passion Of Dirt 

Label: Massacre Records 

Duration: 43:11 

Releasedate: 28.04.2014 

 

The austrian band exists since 2005. After 4 demo-releases (2007 “Wild And Dangerous“, 2008 “Leather And Spikes“, 

2010 “Sight Of The Blind“ and “Dark And Cold) the likewise “Dark and Cold” called debut followed. Now the second 

work follows and lets one pay attention. 

Already during the first tones, one imagines how the band diaphoreticly toils on the stage.  

 

Here’s a metal foundation mixing with a proper portion of snotty rock and punky energy. The guitars play hot riffs 

and also change in the direction of blues in more quiet moments. The (half-)ballads are really great done.  

The rest moves straight forward and the monstergroove of the drums contributes for that. The solos are arccordingly 

crashing. It gets repeatedly leaded to earwig melodies, so that no boredom can arise.  

The songs are played crispy and accurately. Just as it has to be in this kind of music. 

Based on their entire presence, the band reminds me of Motörhead. The singer got the right dirt and energy to top 

off the whole thing.  

The album isn’t trimmed to come out as old, however, but is absolutely settled in the present time. The production is 

pleasantly warm and sounds very naturally. Ralf Scheepers, who also took on the guest vocals of one track, delivers a 

fine job hereby. 

 

Conclusion: 

A great album with a mixture of energetic rock and a whole lot of metalpower. Recommendable for every fan of 

rock. 

 

Rating: 8/10 

 

Recommendation: “Never give up”, “Streets” 

 

Weblink: http://www.garagedays.at, http://www.facebook.com/garagedays 

 

Lineup:  

Marco Kern – Vocals, Rhythm Guitars 

Rene Auer – Lead Guitar 

Matthias Mai – Drums 

Dominik Eder – Bass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tracklist:  

01.It rules 

02.Never give up 

03.Road to madness 

04.Razorblade 

05.Passion of dirt (feat. Ralf Scheepers) 

06.Streets 

07.Bleeding days 

08.Unknown feeling 

09.Scars of life 

10.Inject 

 

Author: Possessed / Translator: Sereisa 


